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1.

The appearance of Elliott's SU(3) model fij stimulated the

development of an algebraic approach in nuclear structure theory.

This initiated precise senicroscopic shell-model calculations

of light nuclei [2-4] utilising an 3U(3)-basis in parallel with

a phenomenological description of medium-weight and heavy nuc -

lei, based on the 3U(3) enveloping algebra Hamiltonian with coef-

ficients fitted to experimental spectra Ci5-8j. The subsequent ex-

tension of dynamical symmetry to the U(6) one of the interacting

boson Eodel [9,10] and to the Sp(6,R) one of the collective no-

del [11-16] formed en algebraic base for a consistent theory

of complementary intrinsic and collective motion.

So long aa an effective Hamiltonian (311) of many-body prob-

lem is expressed via single-particle coordinates combined in Lie

algebra generators, one may connect the algebraic formulation of

the model with ita microscopic treatment. However such. EHs as a

rigid rotor one by Ui [172 o r i*s extensions to the three-dimen-

sional collective model [1O] and further to the symplectic model

{̂ 19j, retain their phenomenological essence until the reaearcher

finds a direct v/aj to derive the values of EH parameters from the

constants of nucleon interaction aad several basio assumptions

on the structure of a nucleus.

To realize an indispensable microscopic description, one

makee use of appropriate techniques in the coordinate apace. By

starting from the standard realistic or effective internucleon

potentials, e.g. with Gaussian radial dependence [20,21], it

seems natural to conratruct the microacopio llamaltonian matrix

between the basis statea of the irreducible representations (ir-

reps) in the coordinate form. In the case of the sympleotio mo-

dol the approaches mentioned were elaborated by means of both, the

generator function method L"12,22,23] and direot routines. (In

practice, as one can note, the letter need a suffioient restric-

tion on the initial Haniltonian C14D or on the utilized basis

volume C241, and so they don't provide a oomplete solution of the

problem stated).

The purpose of the present paper ia to bridge tho gap bet-

ween the fully raicroscopio and algebraio formulation of the ool-

leotive nuclear models. The paaaage from one to the other io ba-



aed on the possibility of restoring the Ell from an explicit ana-

lytic expression for the microscopic Homiltonian matrix elements

between the coherent states of the corresponding Lie group.

This technique v/аз displayed by Pilippov and Avramenko in the lo-

west-order of perturbation theory for an arbitrary SU(3) irrep

С25.7. йпй by Vasilevaky and Pilippov for closed sheila in the

Sp(6,R) model [26J. Here we consider a general approach to the

standard SU(3) model and an almost-magic-nuclei case with the

SU(3) configuration mixing in the valence shell. The SHs, thus

obtained, are entirely equivalent to their microscopic propotype

with respect to the action on the basis functions involved.

Sec.IT contains a brief discussion of the algebraic struc-

ture of iiH, characteristic for the collective nuclear model. In

Sec.Ill, some necessary results £or the microscopic Hamiltonian

matrix in the SU(3) basis are presented. The technique of restor-

ing the EH is developed in Sec.IV for the symmetric SU(3) irreps

and their direct products, and in Sec.V for the arbitrary irreps.

In the concluding Section we indicate a feasible way to generali-

ze the present approach to the aymplectic collective model and an-

nounce the contents of our next paper.

II. РШ31ЮЫЕ1ГОLOGICAL BI'FiSCTIVB IIAIJILTOIIIAH

Let us denote the 3U(3) algebra in the oscillator second

quantization picture [1,3J. In a Cartesian representation, for

a A-nucleon tran3lationally invariant system, the creatioa and

anhilation operators are defined aa follows:

i

where the Jaoobi coordinates Хц| and the momenta p
h
j obey

the Hoisenberg-Weyl commutation, relations

and Г
о
 «= \ Лмс»э

 i s tb
-e osoillator radius.

The nine bilinear operators
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^i = I Z fant-ani * «nj- a,,* )
 (3

*
a)

which, commute, as one aees from Bqa.(i) and (2), according to

generate an algebra of the U(3) group. By subtracting the diago-

nal elements

&= h - { Wo , (4)
where С is a three-dimensional unit matrix, and U

o
-Tr A

is the oscillator Hamiltonian.the SU(3) generators are obtained.

(V/e use the matrix notation with respect to Cartesian indices).

The problem of algebraic formulation of the phanotnenological

EH has its general solution in integrity baais terras. For the

SU(3) enveloping algebra, it was shown by Judd et al. [27] that

rotational invariants form the integrity basis as follows

with an auxiliary invariant Cii,"-jJ , where G^ and G>^ are

Caaimir operators:

(_, is the orbital angular momentum vector

), ^

5
 I lit

and Q ±Q the symmetric quadrupole tensor

(The uppex т denotes a transposition).

By choosing the EH as a series in powers of the operators

(5.a), it is possible to produce a satisfactory phenomenologioal

description of the low-lying spectrum region of both the light

[6,7,28] and heavy nuclei Г 8 »
2
Й As a rule, the order of EH with

respect to the SU(3) generators is taken equal to four. Obvious-

ly, the order of the ab initio unitary EH is restricted only by
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the ahell structure of a real nucleus, ao for medium-weight and

heavy nuclei the above figure can be surpassed. But the high-

order coefficients occur to be linked with the low-order ones by

a set of rigorous relations. The latter are not defined in the

phenomenological scheme.

For the simpler case of an axial nucleus, the EH is const-

ructed on the basis of quadrupole tensor rotational invariants

of the second and third order:

Wo- C?TrQl гсъТг0л t e< Tr'Q1

 +... (6)

Eq.(6) defines the familiar Bohr-Mottelson-Frankfurt Hamiltonian

[3CfJ. Being restricted to a single (?lo) SU(3) irrep (hence-

forth the Elliott'a notation is used), it transforms into a simp-

le EH of the rigid-rotor type. The latter statement is easily

oonfirmed by comparing the identities

| | (7.b)

with Eqa. С 31 1

( 8 # a )

(в.ъ)

where \ (Ам)1МкУ are the functions of Elliott SU(3) =* 50(3)

baais.

The real spectra of medium-weight and heavy nuclei are es-

sentially more complicate than those predicted by means of con-

ventional collective models utilizing the one-irrep basis of dy-

namical group. The necessity of taking a mixed representation

into account was confirmed in early aemimicroacopic SU(3) calcu-

lations by Elliott £1 3 and Aritna with collaborators C2,4!/» who

fixed single-particle energies at experimental values. But this

empiric substitution, as one can note,has no group-thooretioal

equivalent. An alternative way, introduced by Otsuka et el. [32^

in application to the interacting booon model, was based on the

dynamiool symmetry extension. The ПЛЛ-2, accounting for the dis-

tinction between proton and neutron subsystems, was followed by



the isospin-conserving version, ТЛ1-3, of Elliott and V/fcdte £ 33.7»

Charge extensions of the Sp(6,R) collective dynamical symmetry

to Sp(12,R) by Georgieva et al.[34l and to the inhomogeneoua

Sp(6,R) group by QuesneQSj were also proposed to incorporate

electric dipolo excitations. It ia clear that, by making use of

the extended collective models, one deals with mixed Sp(6,R) ir-

reps. As for the phonotnenological EH, such extensions result in

an exorbitant increase in the number of adjustable parameters

and, therefore, in uncertainty of their fitting.

The approach developed below provides simultaneous determi-

nation of the JJII algebraic structure and the microscopic values

of the parameters. Л concrete realization is accomplished for

the unitary (intrinsic) submodel of the microscopic symplectic

nuclear model with horizontal mixing С36П- The latter assumes that

the Jingle-particle аиЪярасе is amplified compared with the con-

ventional Sp(6,?O model £11,30]), to distinguish among nucleona

both with respect to the spin and isospin projection values.

Thus, the model diaouaucd operates with various intrashell tran-

sitions, or, from the viewpoint of partition labelling, with the

horizontal mixing of intrinsic U(3) irrepo.

The dynamical algebra of the unitary model with horizontal

mixing ia settled by means of direct sum (gt) 'За
 L

 (3)
 V
/ith

6
t
z £ \- £> t} . Corresponding operators &l\

Gr) ы о obtained by

analogy to (3«a), if the summation over h. ia restricted by

nuclcorja with fixed values of fT and Г . One can calculate

the integrity basis for the model, generalizing (5) to different

subsystems. Naturally, и complete set of the basia operators ia

too largo to be used for unambiguous phenomonological EH.

III. GMHERATII'TG KER1TI3L OP 1KB 1ГОСЬЕЛП

lUMILTOWIAN

Л starting point of our analysis is to determine a way of

roator.in/j; Ш from the analytic expression of mioroacopio Uarail-

tonian between the algebraic model ooherent stnteo. Note that

tho term "coherent state'
1
 used henceforth, implies not the gene-

ral form of this object resulting from the action of arbitrary

group operator on the lowest-woight state, but a shortened, or

vector, coherent state aa a generator function for the model ba-
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sis statoa С37.1-

One usually defines the coherent image of a ket / V
х
 / state

aa а зса1аг product

with the coherent bra, denoted by a set of generator coordinates

U . An operator F , which acts in the space of / </.') sta-

tes, io mapped on a corresponding constriction F(F) in the

coherent-state realization:

Obviously, the operator F(F) is a generator coordinate repre-

sentation of an effective operator for F .By choosing I ц] ~)

in the form of a ooherent ket IV У with an independent set of

generator coordinates, and identifying F with the microscopic

Hamiltonian W ̂ Ccr »
 o n e

 ^inda that

where the notation 7t(u) symboliaes the i.t -dependence of the

EH representation. Bq.(10) points out a vtay of solving the prob-

lem stated.

In the scope of conventional and extended symplectic nuclear

models the microscopic Iiamiltonian matrix elements between the

coherent states were calculated recently for arbitrary represen-

tations [361 . ITow we present these results restricted to the

intrinsic subapace, e.g. to the lowest SU(3) irreps.

As it v/as noted in the previous Section, the present version

of the extended oolleotxve model treats the system of A nuc-

leons аз divided into four interacting subsystems. Each of the

subsystems contains nucleons with a fixed apin-isospin projec-

tion (ox) and, consequently, is described by one Slater deter-

minant .

Let us apply the Cartesian notation to the occupied aingls-

partiole oscillator orbitala: W
Sz)
- { М

е т >

;
. П

2

(бх
\ й

summing the numbers of quanta of the occupied orbitals:
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one obtains a partition L т J
 = L

 ч >
 r
2 >

 T
i -I which.

labels the U(3) irrep for the (&z) subsystem boais states. The

corresponding SU(3) irrep is labelled by ( A
(ex
\ |u

 (e
"
x)
 ) *

= ( {,<**' _ f
2
(**\ j [Ы- //^Klliott quantum numbers.

Sinoe the SU(3) representation is spanned by rotation of the

lowest-weight state £ij» one can identify the generator coordina-

tes of the (cz) subsystem with the parameters of orthogonal

matrix it(Cx^ of the Cartesian axes orientation. If one defi-

nes three orthonormal vectors composing the latter matrix as a

block lu,(<rr'i)U2
ieri

fub
l<rt))-U(at\ then the coherent state over-

lap is calculated by generalized Elliott 'a equation

lex)
The mean value of kinetic energy between the unitary model

basis functions is merely a constant calculated from the many-

body oscillator virial theorem:

v/here VYI is the average nucleon таэз.

All non-trivial operator contributions to the Ш are origi-

nated by the potential energy. For simplicity, we consider only

the case of two-body central Wigner internucleon potential of the

Gaussian type:

- W
c

(14)

The chosen radial dependence is easily generalized by summing

or integrating over Y with an appropriate weight function.

The generalization to the spin and iaospin-depending potential

magnitude also causes no difficulties.

The potential energy operator (14) matrix element between

the coherent states used,or, what is the same, the generating

kernel for the potential energy matrix has the following repre-

sentation:
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where the integrals of direct (+) and exchange (-) interaction

ore determined by the equations:

z

(15.о)

' Л / ~^ ГУ / f^T- /ш? I I \ i< / _ j M l . - \ Т —Ш / л С j \

( 1 5
*

e )

and u
n
 ('x) are Laguerre polynomials.

The limit of conventional SU(3) model is reached in Eqs.(i2)
f

(13) and. (15) Ъу eliminating the difference between subsystema

with respeot to the generator coordinates:

IV. BPPBCTIVB HAMIIffiONIAH OP ALMOST MAGIC NUCLEI

The simplest oaae to apply the unitary model is an almo3t
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raagic nucleon system (up to four nucleona in the valonce sliell).

In the conventional SU(3) model the situation xs described by a

aymrnetrio (лО) irrep with a prolate density distribution.

Let us consider the part of the generating kernel (15) which.

ia responsible for the direct interaction. Prom Iiqo.(i5) urid (16)

und the condition for valence nucleon quanta to occupy only the

first Cartesian axia one concludes that

U >
+
= Wo (u,J,)K

(V
f.b)

where W ia the number of the upper cloar?d shell. Here the

summation rules for generalized Layuerre polynomials j_38] were

used:

N

L
h
 (x;=- i

N
 Ы .

 (ia
_
b)

Following the logic of Eq.(iO), we have to determine an

operator which acts on the coherent state overlap (щ L?I) and

yields the right-hand side of Bq.(17.a), and express this opera-

tor in terms of the SU(3) enveloping algebra.

It ia convenient to introduce an operator-valued matrix

t
ll,C,rft

)
 (19)

which coincides with the ooherent-fltate representation of a ma-
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trix of tlie U(3) generators with on accuracy of an additional con

stant operator. By contracting it with an auxiliary three-dimen-

sional vector 'U to a quadratic form 'Q ̂ 4~ ^4 Ui) (&• 5^- /

and studying ita reiterative action on the overlap, one obtains

- [ ( u , ^ ) - i i |^-Xf^ (7 f)(17j- |)]A . (20)
Eq.(20) is baaed on the identities

J 2 f a ( C / H £ ? ) + (y-u^fij-tr,) (21.a

• \ (21.o)

Simultaneously one makes use of a three-dimensional Poisson

integral to v/rite the following expansion

The higher powers of h are omitted, as they give no cont-

ribution to the right-hand side of Eq.(17.а). Л substitution of

the relation

(23)

%
v/hich is a reversed Eq. (20), into expansion (22), leads to the

equality
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where «̂ p ^ n\ (^/ "&>
1
 ({•*•?() are Stirling numbers of

the firat kind [39].

In the investigated limit the exchange integral is also cal

oulated much, easier than the general expression (15). A more de-

tailed analysis [36~] proves that the result may be obtained from

(17.а) by replacing the matrix H^ftf) vath

« fa 1)£ - {Y^ . Щ^3«1. (25)

Summing up Bqo.(i3) and (17)-(25), we restore the SU(3) EH on an
irrep:

(26)

whore the traceleaa part of ^(ji-t-/l
r
) is identified with the

quadrupole tensor operator.

To expose the structure of EH (26) in terms of scalar oper-

ators, one has to determine the meaning of oporator-valuod symbol

det f x £ + u Q ) v/ith real (or complex) parameters X and W .
It is expedient to make use of Uevrton formula expressing the
characteristic polynomial of a matrix through the trace of its
powex'a. In the case of a three-dimensional symmetric traooless
matrix, ona finds



Eqs.(26) and (27) anow that the EH on a s^metric SU(3) irrep

occurs to be a generalisation of the Bohr-Uottelaon-Frankfurt

axial Hamiltonian (6) to higher powers of the SU(3) generators.

So, within the conventional SU(3) model, the almost magic nucle-

us, composed of particles interacting via central forces (14),

behaves like a spherical rotor with, a nonlinear Hamiltonian £25J.

The same nucleon system in the framework of a unitary model

with hirizontal mixing needs a more detailed consideration. Here

we divide the interaction operator (14) into a aum of three parts,

namely, the interaction of closed shells, first, between themsel-

ves, then, with valence nucleons, and, finally, the interaction

of valence nucleona between themselves,

' ( 2 8 )

The "pure" contribution of closed shells coincidea with the

aarae term of the SU(3) model and turns out to be a constant. One

selects this term from Bq.(26) by annihilating the parameter rl .

The coupling term may also be calculated on the basis of

Eq.(26). Since the difference between the conventional and the

extended model results from the Cartesian axes orientation, the

corresponding effective operator is written aa follows:

where Q<Gr are the partial quadrupole teneoxa.
Contrary to the coupling terra within the SU(3) model, the

operator (29) is a polynomial of the squared partial orbital mo-

menta, and henae, it mixes the SU(3) irrepa. The presonoe of mi-

xing terms in the EH ia necessary to describe not only the rota-
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tional type of nuclear spectra, which, is characteristic for the

conventional model, but also the intermediate rotor-vibrator ty-

pe [9,10,30].

?ho effective direct interaction between valence nucleons,

as one can зее from 3qa.(i5) and (23) (the latter must bo gene-

ralized to distinguish between subsystems), gets the form

* W o g Z ^ ^ p ^ e v ) ,

where we uaed the identity

The operator-valued determinant, given in (30.b), ha3 an ex-

pansion in terms of partial generators;

C'-

4,

By comparing Iiqa.(i5.c) and (I5«d)i one roaliaoo that the deri-

vation of effective exchange interaction needo, generally spea-

king, aome othor technique. However, at the beginning of p-, 3d-,

and pf- aholla, v/hon the value3 of Д/
< е г >

 coinoide for all tho

oyb3yotema and tho values of A
f < r t

' equal oithor N+1 or zero,

thia contribution is expressed via the previous operatora:
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o
z 2 s

where p(6"r,c'r^ ore the permutation operators for the subsys-

tems,

The operators P(<rc,«5'ri) are invariant with respect to the

transformations of an iiU(3) subgroup of a direct product SU '° (3)

® 3U
(l5 z

 "* (3) group, and therefore they can be expressed tlarough

the Casimir operators of the subgroup indicated. Inatead of tre-

ating theae permutations as 3U(3)-sj'mmetric ones, they are classi-

fied according to the 5(2) group of permutations between the

aubsyaterao. Go the operators "(б"х,в'г') may take only two eigen-

values, 1 or -1 .

In contrast to the 3U(3) EH (26) of an almost nagic nucleon

ays tern composed only of the powers of the S0(3) Casimir operator,

the extended model UH (28)-(32) involves both the SU(3) integrity

basis (5.a) (except Q~у , the Judd operator) and a set of 3U(3)-

mixing operators. One may interpret the extended model with the

® 3U '
 r
 (3)-dynamical symmetry as a submodel of the SU(6)

<S SU(6) 1Ш-2 Ĵ 32|} and, thus, use the above formulae for the

microscopic calculation of the Ш parameters. However, for atrong-

ly deformed nuclei one oannot expect a good agreement with the

phenomenological data as a result of the renomnalization effect

caused by collective excitations £40].

V. INFECTIVE НА1ШЯ0НШГ FOR ARBITRARY RBPRESEHTATIOiT

In the present section we generalize the approach of sec.IV

to an arbitrary (Ъгн) irrep of the SU(3) б
г
°чр, compatible with

the one-determinant structure of its coherent state.

The generating kernel for the direct interaction matrix ia

derived by simplifying Eq.(15):
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(33.а)

g /-2.,. а. ̂ а ),/ / i а _ а. )

By analogy to Mqs.(20) oiid' (22), one obtainfJ a aeries

_ i у |

2

7

4,A
о

v/here

i l l ^ i I I I I ^ M ^ l j I I , (
34
.Ь)

^ 4
4
 , f % ) ; ! , f.J= Г5 O4.0,

are partial operator-valued matrioea auoh as (19). The matrix of

the SU(3) generators equals

А А р (35)

with an accuracy of an additional const ant; within the ("Ям)

irrep, one may replace Tr AM with its eigenvalue ^ . The
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definition (35) is obtained by excluding the dependent vector <J
2

from the sum over three Cartesian axes.

Since the EH mu3t be constructed on the SU(3) enveloping

algebra, the factor on the right-hand side of Bq.(34.a), depen-

ding on the partial matrix A^ , ia to be replaced by an equi-

valent terra, depending on the matrix ^ . Aocording to Eq.(A.i3)

from the Appendix, an appropriate equivalence relation has the

form

>
 T
k q*<j

where

,k>0- (зб.ъ)

By substituting (36) in (34) and utilizing the identity

one derives that

(37)
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A aubatitution of Uq.(37) into (33) determines the reault

<u
+
=w

o
z z * ! 1 H

fer) feV)

(38)

Within the operator-valued matrix, under the determinant sign we

selected a traceleaa part, taking into account that the eigenvalue

of the Casimir operator G ^ on the ^ААЛ) irrep equals

Note that the indicated determinant haa the sixth order in

the SU(3) generators, therefore it contains the whole SU(3)-=

30(3) integrity basis (5.a) with the auxiliary oonunutator Z-2, &3J

of Bargmann-Moshinsky and Judd operators. However, we guess that

the usage of a simple operator-determinant expansion like (27)

without the transfer to integrity basis is more preferable for

the subsequent multiparameter differentiation.

An effective operator for the exohange interaction, as one

can see from Eq.(15), is obtained with the help of the following

replacement after the summation sign over t and *n on the

right-hand side of Eq.(38):
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(39)

VI. COITCLUSIOII

Starting from the analytical expressiona for the matrix

elements of the micx^03copic nuclear Hatniltonion with two-body

central interaction between the coherent atatea of both the con-

ventional and extended unitary models, we have restored the equi-

valent EH and determined the microscopic values of its parame-

ters. The obtained representations of the 1311 contain the depen-

dence on the Slf(3) generators in the form of an operator-valued

factor. The latter occurs to be an inverted square root of a

determinant of the matrix, whose elements are the linear func-

tions of the generators, if the axial almost magic nucleus is

described, and the quadratic functions for an arbitrary non-axial

nucleus. The determinant form of the operator-valued factor al-

lows one to analyze the structure of the baaia of invariant ope-

rators by means of standard linear algebra methods.

Similarly to the phonomenological EHs, the Hamiltonions,

restored from the microscopic unitary model matrix elements, alao

have a finite order in the Lie algebra generators. However, in

the cose investigated this restriction is generated by the inter-

nal property of the model, namely, the finite volume of the

ahell-model basi3. To remove the restriction, one can generalise

the preaent approach to a oymploctic nuclear model. The necessa-

ry matrix elements on the infinite basis of separate and mixed

3p(6,R) irrepa are previously calculated [36]. The corresponding

ooheront-atate repreaentatioro of the Sp(6,n) generators are also

disouaaed by different authors С 26,30,37]-

The result of Зое.IV, dealing with an axial nucleus within

the extended unitury model, is applicable for studying the low-

lying spectral region. Л diagonalization of the axial 1511 with
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aemirealistic internucleon forces on the basis of three irreps of

the SU(3) group will be utilized to calculate the spectrum of

ad-shell nuclei with two valence nucloons in our next paper.

The authora would like to thank R.M.Asherova, V.S.Vaailevslcy

and V.I.Avramenlco for helpful discussions.

APPK.'IDIX: REITERATED ЛСТЮИ OP OPERATOR-VALUED QUADRATIC FORMS

OIT Alf SU(3) REPRESENTATION BASIS

As shov/n in 3GC.V, the independent occupation of the first

and third Cartesian ахеэ of the proper coordinate system of a non-

axial nucleus by oscillator quanta causes a splitting of the

SU(3) generators (aeo Eqa.(34) and (35)). But the microscopic

physical operators and, consequently the effective operators are,

by all means, free of that dependence and may consist only of

full unsplitted lie algebra generators.

Linear operations with the operator-valued matrices /^ and

Аи yield tho only unsplitted matrix, namely, A-Afr+toE- Аи.

Therefore, we have to choose a nonlinear equivalent transforma-

tion, replacing the "extra" matrix, say, 4f\ . For example,

by making use of definitions (34.Ъ) and (34.c), one gets the re-

lation

IД
2
-/* (/-Hi)£ Д ЛГ, ij,) * (Ну v

3
)A

4
- [ Ы 2 ^ л 2 ) Аг -

Л1

In contrast to the idontity (35), the equality (Л1) ia justified

only in projections cm the 3U(3) coherent atato overlap. To study

tho reiterated action of partial operators -̂д and Ли , one

has to develop a general algorithm of tho equivalent replacomont.

Pollowing tho line of sac.IV and V, wo work with operator-

valued quadratic forma

obeying the commutation rules

v/iiora e. is tho normulized tliroe-dimonoional voctor obtained i
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from an arbitrary vector 'V »

\4
The action of operators (A2.a) is defined on the functional spaoe

with ( Ъ+lH JU + 1) basis functions, e.g.

,
 (АЭ)

The latter statement ia proved by a direct construction:

<
 ( A 4 }

< (й<ъ )
д
"

г
 [ и ъь a-

Note that the functional apace mentioned ia spanned by a

generator funotion

Лв is seen, Eq.(A5) g ineralizea Eq.(2O). By using Bqs.(A4) and

(A5), one considers the aotion of operator CO on the genera-

tor function

The right-hand side of Bq.(Аб) is written in a mixed representa-

tion of the generator coordinates X and 2- and the commut-

ing operators у and 54 . Returning to the operator represen-

tation of the generator function, one derives the same represen-

tation for CAJ t

А (
Э
6 } . tt7)
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Nov; we must inverse iiij. (AT)« to obtain a formula of the reiterated

action of operator ^L in terms of operators C<j and \> . Por

this purpose, let us oorapare tv.ro different expressions defining

the action of a commutator С ̂ , в ' J with arbitrary para-

meter (J> on the coherent 3tate overlap. Firatly, by making uao

of Eq.(A7), we conclude that

and, therefore,

( A 8 )

On the other hand,

( Л 9 )

Co'nparing ii'qs.(A8) and (A9), we get a differential equation

v/here the unknovm function «C

-- G

By changing to a new function

(АЮ.а)

determined as follows

hi* fo Ь\Т. (АЮ.Ь)

(AH)

and a new variable

Eq.(A10.a) ia transformed into a hypergeometric equation

(A12.b)
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If one determines a formal hypergeometric series, conoordinc

with Eq. (Ai2.t>), the upper paranietera are found to be equal to

Д-/ V and $ t- у , where

Си 6=~^идн j) , ait, =-OJ-(Wb^il)v - V*

and the lower parameter equals — i^+/u •< 0 . The latter condition

demands choosing a degenerate solution of the hypergeometric

equation. Hence the tranaformation sought for takea the form

У г . Г . , , ._ , ./. ч , . -, , (A13)
y
 П 1 ч

" (U) 1?,)

The neglected singular term C'î > " -VM fb) has no influence

on the subsequent results, because one never needs acting more

than % + № times by the splitted SU(3) generators (see Eq.
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